UPDATED LIST OF EXTERNAL EXPERTS

1. Contracting authority

Delegation of the European Union to the Republic of Serbia

2. Purpose

External experts needed to assist in evaluation of grant proposals under Grant Schemes or procurement tenders, in project follow-up and in ex-post evaluation and for providing opinion and advice in specific cases.

3. Grant Scheme fields

a) Information and Communication
b) Living conditions of Internally Displaced Persons and Returnees from the readmission process in Serbia
c) Livelihood Enhancement for the most Vulnerable Roma Families
d) Civil Society
e) Democracy and Human Rights
f) Media Freedom

4. Selected experts (sub-list per field)

a) Information and Communication

1. Ms Jovanka Matić
2. Mr Srdjan Staletović

b) Living conditions of Internally Displaced Persons and Returnees from the readmission process in Serbia

1. Ms Aleksandra Ćalosević
2. Ms Marija Jančić Amberg
3. Mr Ognian Lipovski
4. Ms Mihaela Jansa
5. Ms Brankica Jeremic

c) Livelihood Enhancement for the most Vulnerable Roma Families

1. Ms Aleksandra Ćalosević
2. Mr Ivan Kuzminović
3. Ms Mara Živkov
4. Ms Marija Jančić Amberg
5. Mr Marko Rakić
6. Mr Ognian Lipovski
7. Ms Mihaela Jansa
8. Ms Brankica Jeremic

d) Civil Society

1. Ms Aleksandra Čalosević
2. Ms Aleksandra Vesić Antić
3. Ms Gordana Lazarević
4. Mr Ivan Kuzminović
5. Ms Jasmina Debeljak
6. Ms Mara Živkov
7. Mr Marko Rakic
8. Ms Marija Jančić Amberg
9. Mr Ognian Lipovski
10. Mr Pavle Golicin
11. Ms Zehra Kačapor Dzihić
12. Ms Mihaela Jansa

e) Democracy and Human Rights

1. Ms Aleksandra Čalosević
2. Ms Aleksandra Vesić Antić
3. Ms Gordana Lazarević
4. Mr Ivan Kuzminović
5. Ms Jasmina Debeljak
6. Ms Mara Živkov
7. Mr Marko Rakic
8. Ms Marija Jančić Amberg
9. Mr Ognian Lipovski
10. Mr Pavle Golicin
11. Ms Zehra Kačapor Dzihić
12. Ms Mihaela Jansa

f) Media Freedom

1. Mr Ivan Kuzminović
2. Ms Jasmina Debeljak
3. Ms Jovanka Matić
4. Ms Suzana Jovanić
5. Mr Srdjan Staletović

5. Expiry date of the list resulting from this call for expressions of interest

The list resulting from this notice is valid until 02/07/2021. Interested parties may submit an application at any time prior to the last three months of validity of the list.

N.B.: The selected experts may receive an invitation from the Contracting Authority as assessors in the evaluation for a relevant Grant Scheme. Please note that inclusion on the above mentioned list entails no obligation on the part of the contracting authority concerning the conclusion of contracts.

---
1 five years from 02/07/2016, the publication date of the initial list